
Welcome to Desert Writing!
Terri-ann White

It may have been a visit to the Kimberley region of Western 

Australia that suggested it to me but then the team at UWA 

Publishing decided that there hadn’t been enough writerly 

insights into the remote parts of Australia defined as ‘desert’ 

through geography and climate. Educating the coast-huggers 

of Australian settler populations about the contours of this vast 

continent and illuminating the beauty of remote places became 

one of our priorities. We also imagined that opportunities for 

people living in the desert to tell their stories and, more impor-

tantly, write them down in classes and workshops were rare.

In our pitch to the Australia Council for the Arts to make 

this happen with support both moral and financial we said:

This is a unique project, one that goes beyond merely 

regional places; this is situated in desert areas that are 

so remote most will require at least ten hours drive 

from the nearest airport town. These are places where 

lives are rich, nuanced and are an integral, but often 

overlooked, part of our culture and identity. Often 

Australian states work independently on projects but 

this project combines two states and one territory with 
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professionals who are dedicated in working together 

to explore the nature of deserts.

Our ambition was to enter into the three communities we’d 

selected and allow both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people 

to join a writing workshop and leave behind their writings with 

us for this book. Our partners were people who knew the coun-

try: the writers’ centres of South Australia and the Northern 

Territory. They enabled the logistics of securing workshop lead-

ers and people hungry to write. The participants ranged from 

transient workers just arrived to generationally settled people, 

and traditional owners and elders who know this country as well 

as the back of their hand. At Mulan it also included the children 

in all three classes at their school, the John Pujajangka-Piyirn 

Catholic School.

Our initial expectations for this project and the writing 

that would be our yield saw us investigating and representing 

the business of isolation and extremity: the reality of Australia’s 

geography; the conditions of climate; the delicate dance between 

original owners and custodians and the colonial past we have 

inherited. Co-habitation; understanding country, the politics of 

land usage, and the individual and her community are some of 

the thematics and concerns we anticipated would swirl around 

the approaches made in the workshops. All of these things 

happened with the right tone and an individual flavour: nothing 

was circumscribed by the project’s intentions.

The forms of writing and the set of themes and topics of the 

content are wildly diverse, as you’d expect with a large group 
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of people who allow their imagination to order their present, 

past, and future to tell stories of love and loss, everyday rituals 

and habits, the life of the mind and all of the struggles of being 

human.

After the workshops were completed and the writing started 

to be delivered to me in Perth, I realised what an ambitious project 

this really was. Some people involved were telling their stories for 

the first time and some were telling it for the hundredth. And 

how long will it take before we understand the biggest story 

of Australia? When will we come to a real recognition of this 

country: about belonging and occupation, dispossession and the 

wilful blindness towards our history. As well as that, to see this 

continent in all of its splendour requires, in my opinion, a visit to 

its desert places to observe the austere beauty and the resilience 

of living there where daily life contains complex knowledge and 

decisions we city folk can only marvel at.

The claim we made in our application to fund this anthology 

was that it will be a contribution to the recognition of the desert as 

a significant locus in Australian culture and debate about place and 

belonging.  There will be both familiar and entirely novel threads 

through these writings for all readers, I expect, and for that we 

should be excited.

A note on biographical information about contributors. When 

required for a contextual understanding of the writer we have 

provided a short biography. Many of the writings include a bio-

graphical context and thus do not require further detail.
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Kate Fielding
Warburton Tree House

From 2008 to 2011 I lived and worked in Warburton Ranges 

Remote Aboriginal Community, in the Ngaanyatjarra Lands, 

Western Australia. About 500 people live here, in the middle of 

an enormous desert. Space is closer (100 km above our heads) 

than the nearest major towns, Kalgoorlie and Alice Springs, both 

more than 900 km away. Warburton is the most compelling 

place I know.

Niketa, Talea and several other kids are sitting in the front yard 

when I get home from work, in a clear patch of red sand under a 

wattle tree. They are smoothing the sand with their small hands, 

back and forth, gently brushing off the top layer down to where 

it gets damp and will hold a line. At the same time they are 

rhythmically thwacking the ground with their storywires, the 

pieces of thick bent fence wire the kids carry bent round their 

necks to use as drawing tools. Thwack, thwack, thwack. They 

chatter and brush and thwack ’til someone has something more 

detailed to say. That kid’s storywire will spring into action, 

scratching into the ground to make the lines and movement to 
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show the idea, the story, the space between things.

‘Kate, Kate, Kate, come do storywire with us!’

‘Okay, just a minute, I’ll put my bag down.’

‘We can have a cool drink?’

‘No cordial but I’ve got some oranges, do you want to share 

some?’

‘Yeeeeeesss’ in a chorus.

I walk inside and drop my bag on the chair, kicking off 

my shoes and putting on thongs as I grab the oranges from 

the kitchen. It delights me that kids here still have the freedom 

to walk around and hang out together doing their important 

business. It reminds me of the stories I hear from my parents, 

uncles and aunties of growing up in suburban Melbourne in 

the 1950s, when they would roam the streets and bounce in 

and out of each other’s houses, off running through the thistles 

on the vacant blocks until the sun went down. To get that kind 

of freedom for my brothers and me my parents moved out to a 

farm, out in dairy country. I would go walking for hours across 

the farms or riding my horse, swimming in the creek with my 

brothers and my friends, building tiny houses out of moss for 

imaginary creatures or igloos woven from bushes for us all to 

sleep in.

Back outside, the sand has been cleared for a new story. 

Niketa is going to tell story. She lives two doors up from us and 

is both smart and naughty. For the first few weeks I thought her 

name was a Ngaanyatjarra swear word, because I so often heard 

it called out in frustration as Niketa sped past with her head 

down in a funny little determined run. Her house has a veranda 

with a wonderful view of the airstrip, and so often the older 

women of her family sit out there, keeping an eye on what’s 
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going on around town. I secretly call them ‘the veranda ladies’; 

my first port of call when I need advice. Niketa motions for me 

to sit down in the circle, and I do, enjoying stretching my legs 

out on the lovely soft ground.

Niketa begins: ‘We’ll ask that man.’ A stick figure of a man. 

‘Ben, with the red modabike.’ Two wheels and a seat appear 

beside the stick figure. ‘He’s your kurri (husband).’ A cheeky 

look at me. ‘We’ll tell him, “can we build this?”’ A square, a tree 

beside it. ‘We’ll say to him: “Can we build a treehouse?”’. Thwack 

thwack thwack alongside the pictures of the man, the motorbike, 

the square and the tree. Niketa grins at me, questioning.

‘That’s an interesting idea. I wonder where we could build 

it’, I say, looking around.

‘Over here’, they all squeal, leaping up and running across 

to the gumtree by the gate. Clearly this plan has been hatching 

over some time.

Ben and I are lying in bed on Saturday morning. Ben did some 

food shopping earlier in the week so we are spared the Saturday 

morning rush to the community’s one shop to get the grocer-

ies before they close at midday, not opening again until Monday 

morning. Most staff shop on Saturday, which means unless you 

manage to squeeze it in during the week, your weekend starts 

with either the unrelaxing task of doing the shopping with all 

your workmates or forgoing fresh food.

Occasionally on the weekends we are woken by loud thumps 

on the roof. If the kids are wild at you they might roof rock you; 

lobbing fist-sized rocks which hit the metal roof with a terrifying 

BANG. It happened a bit when we first got here – kids testing 
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out the new people – but it’s been ages since we’ve been roof 

rocked. Instead last week I came home to find our front door 

had been lovingly outlined in bright pink bougainvillaea, so I 

walked into the house through an arch of magenta flames. The 

most recent roof rocking instance was not by a kid but by one of 

the old ladies, come to see if we might like to buy a painting at 

7 a.m. on a Sunday. (No.) 

But this morning all we can hear are the kids playing in the 

treehouse. Ben built it almost two months ago now and they’ve 

been playing there obsessively. It has two levels: a wooden floor 

in the fork, shadecloth surrounding that, and a metal grid top 

layer – good for climbing on if you are little, good for putting 

decorations on too. Seems like every few days we come home to 

find a new addition: a pan, a few clothes pegs, a rug, a garden of 

flowers arranged around its base. The kids are slowly making it 

more and more cosy. The kids are obsessively watering the tree 

as well, which is growing thick, luxuriant leaves in response. 

Grown up by fire and flood, these desert gums know how to 

make hay while the sun shines. 

All the garden is growing. By now the front yard is cool and 

partially private. We’ve set up a couch on the front porch, and 

sit out there in the evenings. People drop by to visit, including 

the three veranda ladies: Regina, Jeanie and Roberta, three 

sisters who were little kids in mission times. Regina lives a few 

doors up from us, and her sisters often come to visit. Regina’s 

veranda has an incredibly useful view if you are interested in 

the comings and goings on. You can see who is arriving at the 

airstrip, who is driving in on two of the major roads and across 

to the community office. I like that they keep an eye on our 

front yard.
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When we arrived here Ben planted some sunflowers. They 

grew fast and big; flowers twice as wide as an adult’s head. The 

veranda ladies told us that during one of our trips off the Lands 

they were sitting on the couch on our porch, enjoying the cool 

air, screened by the trees. They saw two little boys come into 

the garden and try to pick these sunflowers. They were trying 

and trying to get them down, but they couldn’t. Eventually they 

got so frustrated they threw rocks at the flowers, and when that 

didn’t solve it they defiantly pissed on the stem. ‘Oh we were 

laughing, laughing, but quiet, because they didn’t know we 

were there’, the veranda ladies tell me.

One windy day I came home for lunch and found the tree had 

been chainsawed down. 

Huh? It was right there when I left this morning! But now 

the tree was cut down to the floor of the bottom level, and the 

branches all dragged into a pile. What the hell happened?

I went inside in a daze, got my apple and then walked over to 

the veranda ladies, rolling my hand in the hand sign for question.

‘Yuwa (yes), that man been come and chop it down, it was 

fire at the top.’

‘Wiya (no), not fire, them things, sparks, there was sparking 

up top.’

‘Yuwa yuwa yuwa, sparks, that tree was rubbing them wires, 

making sparks!’

This made sense, there’d been fierce wind all day. Tropical 

cyclone Laurence, a category five cyclone which had been 

tracking down the WA coast for days, was finally headed inland 

straight for us. During the beginning of these cyclone winds 
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the top of the tree was rubbing the electrical lines, and started 

sparking, a huge cascade of sparks. 

Someone jumped in and chainsawed the tree down, stop-

ping the sparks but destroying the treehouse.

This morning when I was driving to work the veranda ladies 

called me over. ‘They shouldn’t have cut that tree right down, 

they should have just trimmed it.’ Regina was fired up, grumpy. 

Jeanie was morose, like she’d seen it all before. Roberta, with 

her immaculate white bob, was getting on with some carving.

‘Look, we got that wood, we making punu (small carved 

wooden things)!’

‘Yuwa, that makes me pukurlpa (happy)’, I said. ‘It’s not get-

ting wasted, it’s getting used. I was feeling sad for that tree and 

that treehouse. But I’m glad you are making something with it.’

‘Yuwa’, they all laughed, ‘ninti-one-pa (clever one)!’

Roberta carved away on a skinny bit of wood, joking about 

how all the tjinka (sand goannas) are getting skinny.

A few weeks later I go and get some punu for my brothers 

for Christmas, made from that tree that got cut down. Some 

days life here seems impossibly harsh, and then something like 

this reminds you all over again that these things go around and 

around and around and all you can do is enjoy the upswings.

We get home from Christmas leave and the tree is already grow-

ing back. On Saturday at sunset, there’s storms all around: the sky 

is full of electric thunder. I dreamt last night that Warburton was 

in a ring of fire. It’s been 45 degrees Celsius for most of the day. 
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Dust storms are turning the sky to pink and orange in all 

directions, and the sunset is golden. Ben and I go to sit out by 

the regrowing tree to watch the lightning coming closer. There 

are forks cracking across the Ranges – first above them and then 

inside, coming across the plain toward us. A double rainbow 

erupts amongst it all, and curtains of rain are hanging off the 

clouds, evaporating before they hit the hot hot ground. We 

can see two dust storms rolling in from different directions, the 

Ranges disappearing behind them and trees slowly disappearing 

too as they get closer and closer. A senior Ngaanyatjarra couple, 

Ruby and Burt, drive past in a ute, excited, hanging out the 

window, slowing down to wave excitedly at us. Cars are circling 

around town, looking for the best view. 

We race inside when the really big wind front comes through 

in case there’s loose sheet iron around, and then race out to my 

car once it has passed. Jump in, the lightning is cracking down 

well this side of the ranges now and we drive over to pick up our 

friends JB and Alex, and then out to the sandhill in the rain to 

try and get a good view. We drive up the top, the rain’s passed 

and we lie down watching stars and lightning crack above us. 

Each time it cracks we ‘oh’ and ‘wow’ like fireworks. JB is 

frantically setting up a camera. The lightning is a warm yellow, 

apricot, thick bars of it. We see an orange glow on the horizon; 

it gets redder and redder and the sun is gone down past the 

horizon until we are sure it is a fire. 

The storms are passing over, we shake the sand off our backs 

and out of our pants, jump in the car again, and drive out to the 

Telstra tower, up to the hill to try to get an eyeline to the fire. 

Cam and Silvana and Archie the dog catch up with us in Cam’s 

troopie. It glows brighter and brighter, but still no flames in 
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view, just the glow reflected off smoke. The first fire dies down 

without flames, but another picks up and we all climb on top of 

the cars trying to see, and can just see flames at either edge. We 

can see four other fires as well, a couple more starting whilst we 

are watching. Lightning storms in all directions. 

We lie down in a circle in the middle of the road, looking 

up at the stars which are clear above us, but ringed by storm. 

Cam hugging Archie the dog. All the other things we were 

going to do forgotten. So much space around us, such long 

views, this incredible electric night. 

By next August the tree is big enough that the treehouse is being 

built again. One Saturday night we drag the telly outside and put 

it up on the treehouse platform to watch the federal election. We 

light an enormous bonfire to keep us warm and put our swags 

out on the ground. The election goes late into the night, and 

we watch and wait with that blazing fire, for a result that doesn’t 

arrive. Cars swing by slowly, cruising around town. Niketa and 

her mates stop by on their way home from some adventure. The 

veranda ladies come across to see the fire. We drink tea. The stars 

swing above us, the Milky Way shimmers and it is closer to out-

er space than anywhere else. The big open sky seems just wide 

enough to hold all this richness, this complexity, this love. 

The desert stretches around us forever, in all directions, for 

all time.

Kate Fielding builds creative platforms for intercultural conversations. She is a 
cultural strategist, a writer of narrative non-fiction and an advocate for social 
change hairdressing. Kate is a 2014-2016 Sidney Myer Creative Fellow. She is 
currently writing a book about how hairdressing can change the world.



Holly Ringland
Lost Girl of the Never-Never

But we who have lived in it, and loved it, and left it, know 

that our hearts can Never-Never rest away from it. 

– Jeannie Gunn

The morning dawns in Manchester and I am woken by the 

purple light. I slip from the feathery warmth of bed and pad 

downstairs in the same ugg boots I’ve had since I was twenty-

three. Red dirt still stains their soles. I make coffee and scuff 

back upstairs, inhaling my steaming brew. I open the door to 

my office, close it behind me, and turn a lamp on. Muted light 

pools on my writing desk. Icicles clinging to the window are 

unaffected by the sunrise; it looks fiery, but holds no heat. I 

place my coffee on my desk and fill the bowl of my oil burner 

with water. I add a few drops of Australian eucalyptus oil and 

light a candle, which I slide into the belly of the burner. Three 

seed pods sitting on a small dish nearby are illuminated in the 

candlelight. I pick one up and press it into my palm as I flick 

through my notebook to get to a fresh, clean page. The sharp 

edges of the seed pod leave red indents in my skin. I unscrew 

the cap of my fountain pen. The candlewick hisses as it burns. 
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I close my eyes and hear the pop and hiss of the fire in my 

yard, reaching for the glitter of unfettered desert stars. The red 

dirt is warm beneath my bare feet. The flowering gums and 

thryptomene fill the summer night air with a heady sweetness. 

I open my eyes, back at my desk in England. Outside leafless 

silver birches sway in the cold, milky light. I put the seed pod 

back on the dish with the others and grip my pen in earnest as 

I start writing on the new page. This is my morning ritual. I 

do this every day to conjure the Western Desert landscape and 

bring it back to me, here, a decade and half the world away. 

When I was twenty-three years old I moved from the Gold 

Coast to Yulara, the resort township twenty-five kilometres 

from Uluru in the Northern Territory. Raised barefoot on the 

southeast Queensland coast, living anywhere too far from water 

had never appealed to me. After returning home from a post-

university escape to Canada, I plunged back into the familiarity 

of Gold Coast life and found my contempt breeding at every 

corner. Hungry to flee, I was seeking escape again when a friend 

got hospitality work at Yulara, in the Northern Territory. It 

sounded like a completely different life to the one I knew by the 

sea. There were more jobs available, which came with housing 

– all I had to do was get myself there. Having never been to 

the Northern Territory before, I only had the mythology of 

Crocodile Dundee and Dick Roughsey’s books from my childhood 

to inform my adult imagination. As I packed my bag the very 

last thing I was expecting was that I would develop a relationship 

with the Western Desert that would alter my life irrevocably. 

I flew into Connellan Airport at Uluru from Brisbane and 

spent the flight sitting transfixed by the window, watching the 

Earth slowly turn from green to brown, to the fiery Outback 
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red I had long heard of but never seen firsthand. Uluru rose 

from the vast, flat land surrounding it like an elaborately carved 

dream. The grandeur of it would never fail to astonish me. 

From the air the resort township of Yulara looked like an urban 

peapod growing obstinately from the desert with its hotel sails, 

swimming pools, and manicured grass. I was more interested 

in how green the surrounding native landscape was. Gullies 

of desert oaks and occasional gums rippled along sand dunes, 

skirted by mulga shrubs and rounds of spinifex. I twitched with 

the nervous thrill of a new beginning. 

My plane landed. As I disembarked the air hit me like a 

gust coming out of a hot oven. It was light and dry, not heavy 

and humid like the coastal climate I’d left behind. The searing 

heat was unlike anything I had ever known. It left me short of 

breath and thirstier than I could recall being. I squinted in the 

glare of the day. The colours were so vibrant my eyes watered. 

My sensory register was saturated with the strangeness of the red 

dirt, blue sky, and green flora of the desert. 

The peapod was a cranking, bustling tourist machine. I was 

collected by the resort’s human relations team and crammed 

into a staff flat that was built for two but was used by the resort 

to house four. My flatmates were kind, and I was grateful. 

Orientation began the next day. I expected a hike, or an immer-

sion in the desert-scape. We were instead put in a fluorescently 

lit room to learn about cultural awareness and resort code of 

conduct from printed leaflets. 

During my first week in the desert it rained. I ran out of 

my flat into it in disbelief, after only having been away from 

water for a few days. The smell of it hitting the red dirt was so 

evocative, I still pine for the scent. It was all of the best things, 
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but even better. Freshly brewed coffee, moss, baked bread, the 

ocean, a new fire. It was for me even better to smell the rain in 

the desert than it was to see it. The next morning wildflowers 

had popped up overnight from the earth. I was bewildered by 

such natural magic. 

I very quickly learned privacy was the most coveted com-

modity in resort staff housing. I found mine on long walks in the 

afternoon amongst the undulating sand dunes surrounding the 

resort. I often sat in a silent stupor on the soft, red sand to watch 

the dramatic colours of sunset change the sky. When I started 

my job at the hotel I often took an hour to walk a kilometre 

to work, stopping to notice a honey grevillea bud, or a huddle 

of Sturt’s desert peas in bloom. Finding a thorny devil crossing 

my path gave me enough joy to see me through my oncoming 

shift. The vastness of the desert brought me great comfort. The 

strangeness of the red landscape filled the emptiness inside me. 

I was insatiable for it and wanted somehow to envelop it, this 

otherworld, as if I might be able to breathe it in to the veins 

beneath my skin. 

In contrast to my sensory engagement with the desert,  

I struggled with the brutality of my experience working for the 

resort. Blatant bigotry, racism, and sexism thrived at the execu-

tive level and quickly embittered my new world. When I heard 

that Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park was looking for someone 

with a communications degree to work in their media compli-

ance office, I leapt at the chance. The malaise of the resort’s 

microcosm culture and its disconnection from the surrounding 

living landscape and its people was unbearable; I wanted nothing 

to do with the former. My feelings were cemented when  

I resigned. After I explained to the hotel that I’d been offered a 
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job using my communications degree to work at federal govern-

ment level for the national park, the general manager leant back 

in his chair and hooked his thumbs through the d-loops of his 

belt. They’re a wild bunch of cowboy hooligans out there, he snorted 

in the back of his throat, sneering at me. You’ll probably get raped. 

Good luck. Needless to say, my resignation notice turned into 

quitting on the spot. 

My job with the national park involved assessing media 

permit requests to ensure they complied with protecting the 

cultural values of the land, one of the strongest being its stories. 

However, despite my degree and past work experience, I was 

only competent in my position once I had learned the stories 

embedded in the landscape – the two are interchangeable, as 

real as each other. In order to protect sacred sites from being 

captured or used by media for commercial purposes, I had to 

first understand and memorise the land, where the sites were 

around Uluru and Kata Tjuta, and why they were sacred, and 

then learn the living stories significant to each site. Essentially it 

was my responsibility to learn and uphold the values of a culture 

totally foreign to me, yet fundamentally Australian. Through 

Anangu stories and law the desert came to figurative and literal 

life right before my eyes. I had stumbled into an Australia I had 

never known – neither in my schooling nor in my upbringing. 

An elderly man told me that any Australian at any point in time 

has more than 60,000 years of stories at their fingertips – all 

we have to do is ask. I asked whenever I could, consumed and 

fascinated by the transformation of what I thought I knew about 

what it meant to me to be an Australian. Every day was chal-

lenging, hard, meaningful, and substantial. I loved it.

The first time in my life I lived alone was in a two-bedroom 
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semi-detached besser block house on the outskirts of Rangerville, 

the arm of park staff housing in Mutitjulu. I had a large yard 

full of thryptomene and spinifex, framed by desert oaks, in the 

centre of which was a fire pit encircled by logs. I lit fires even in 

the middle of summer. I strung fairy lights around the frame of 

the back patio and tied a hammock between two of the posts, 

which I lay in to get full sun on winter mornings while I read a 

book. Inside I filled the house with pot plants I bought on air-

conditioned road trips to Kmart in Alice Springs, and art and 

craft from the Pitjantjatjara lands, imbued with local stories. I set 

up a writing desk that faced the large glass back doors, with an 

outlook into my red, green, blue, and golden garden. My need 

to escape evaporated. I let my feet touch the ground. 

After my first couple of years living and working in the 

park I noticed that although I loved my job there was still 

a level of disconnection from country. Although my work 

was Uluru-centric, I was removed from engaging with the 

landscape the way I most desired. My general working week 

was spent managing the paperwork of media requests, assessing 

images of Uluru, and supervising film crews capturing images 

of the park from ground or air to ensure they complied with 

Commonwealth Reserve legislation – while Uluru stood right 

outside my office window (which was known amongst park 

staff as The Fishbowl). Away from Visitor Services, on the 

Operations side of the park, I was occasionally called upon to 

scale Uluru as part of the park’s Vertical Rescue team, which 

rescued tourists who had openly ignored the requests not to 

climb and the warning signs about personal safety. I had never 

climbed Uluru recreationally. The distance and disparity from 

the land I felt in my job was at times jarring. Sometimes I would 
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get home from work, draw the curtains, have a hot shower, 

and not want to see a speck of red dirt. Those nights left me 

out of sorts. Whenever I got the chance to step away from the 

metaphorical lights of the tourist circus, I sought solace from 

connecting to country through its stories, both the ones I had 

learned from others, and the ones that were my own. 

When I was twenty-six I fell in love at Kuniya Piti, a sacred 

site at the northeast corner of Uluru where Kuniya, the Python 

Woman, carefully placed her eggs before going into a raging 

battle at Mutitjulu Waterhole. Drawn there at the same time 

each day by our coinciding schedules, we would ‘accidentally’ 

meet just before sunset and sit at Kuniya Piti for a while together. 

Through conversation we carefully revealed parts of ourselves to 

each other, while yellow butterflies fluttered around us in the 

orange air, drunk on the flame-light of the setting sun. 

Later the next year the desert landscape was the catalyst that 

brought my estranged father back into my life. He drove three 

thousand kilometres from the Gold Coast into the Western 

Desert to meet me. The last time he had seen me I was a 

teenager. Very few of my colleagues understood why I went pale 

after the Entry Station staff had rung me to let me know my dad 

had just passed through the gate and was on his way out to meet 

me at The Fishbowl. I walked out to the car park to meet him. 

I waited with Uluru behind me, surrounded by clustered desert 

oaks, taking comfort in my ranger uniform, in the sturdiness of 

my boots.

Although I worked in a land of wide open spaces, what I 

craved most at the end of each work day in the desert was space. 

Most afternoons when I walked through my front door I was 

already half out of my uniform. Straight into ‘civvies’, running 
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shoes on. I took my camera, notebook and pen, and wan-

dered the eight-kilometre track that looped behind my house. 

Sometimes I didn’t stop, except to try and photograph the sunset 

softening Uluru’s stature. When I did pause, it was most often 

to stand idle between two desert oaks, tall and grandmotherly in 

character. Leant against their bases I sat and used my knees as a 

desk to write. One afternoon on the way home I found a broken 

music box on the track. I opened the lid and tried to wind it, 

without success. I have never stopped wondering what tune it 

might have played. 

My relationship with the desert isn’t just marked by promi-

nent cultural or personal stories. Some of the most meaningful 

experiences I recall are when nothing much happened. I’d sit on 

one of the cut gum logs in the circle around the fire pit in my 

back yard and watch the desert oak silhouettes sway in early star-

light. The scent of baked earth intermingled with the fire smoke. 

The pale blooms of thryptomene and wild desert roses in the 

yard surrounding me dotted the violet smudge of dusk. Laughter 

and squeals coming from kids playing in the community wafted 

over the sand dunes with the cacophony of community dogs 

barking as the sun went down. In that time between day and 

night when the earth settled, there was a pulse to things. It beat 

in my wrists. The moon climbed into the flawless inky sky. The 

wind sighed. I would let my fire burn down, and go inside to fall 

asleep to the last sounds of it crackling to embers. 

The four years I spent in the desert enriched, shattered, and 

transformed my life. My experience working for Uluru-Kata 

Tjuta National Park and living in Mutitjulu Community later 

included the overwhelming reality of the Northern Territory 

Intervention – controversial, widely criticised changes to welfare 
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provision, law enforcement, land tenure and other measures 

introduced by the Australian federal government under John 

Howard in 2007 to address allegations of child sexual abuse and 

neglect in Northern Territory Aboriginal communities – and 

what quickly became a mentally, emotionally, and physically 

violent relationship with the love I’d found at Kuniya Piti. I 

kept the latter hidden, until I finally acknowledged I was at risk, 

emotionally and geographically isolated with this volatile secret. 

I left on a Sunday morning without farewell, or resolution. I 

was at work on Friday as usual, but by Monday I had vanished. 

With the help of a few colleagues I had fled, after it had become 

clear that such an action was the only one to take. My life in the 

desert was severed. That was 2008. It has taken the seven years 

since for me to learn how to separate the psychological landscape 

of traumatic experience from the physical desert landscape, and 

in that process draw an understanding of why and how the 

Western Desert meant so much to my life, and still does. 

There were two main things I remember learning when I 

first arrived in Yulara. One was the general consensus amongst 

resort staff that whitefellas only ended up there if they were 

running from the law, or themselves. I was no criminal, but I 

also was no exception to that rule. 

The other I came across in the introduction to a copy of 

Peter Pan I’d unwittingly packed and taken to the desert with 

me. In the earliest drafts of JM Barrie’s play, he had called 

the island ‘Peter’s Never-Never Land’, possibly inspired by ‘the 

Never-Never’, the name given to the Australian Outback by 

Barcroft Boake in his poem Where the Dead Men Lie. This 

idea had a profound effect on me. As I found my way in the 

desert from job to job and housing to housing, I thought about 
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never-places and how being immersed in them was a contradic-

tory constant. Just like the Lost Boys had found a home amidst 

the beautiful, brutal landscape of Never-Land, my escape to the 

Western Desert had given my life a similar sense of meaning. 

Through immersing myself in the culture, language and stories 

of the desert, listening to and learning from people so willing 

to share, my identity as an Australian and a global citizen was 

dimensioned and transformed. Far from being a Never-Never, 

the Western Desert is a place where the past and present live 

side by side. It is where I gained an experiential understanding 

of how everything can be connected to something else, through 

nature, story, memory, and song – through a timelessness that 

doesn’t exist in urban landscapes. Unlike in Boake’s poem, the 

desert to me is no dead, never-place. It is teeming and pulsing 

with thrumming, vital, living culture. 

This morning at my desk, I added Australian sandalwood 

to my usual eucalyptus oil blend. The warm and spicy scent 

reminds me a bit of the smell of mulga wood. Outside the 

window of my office I can see Manchester’s red brickscape 

glisten in the wet morning. I chose this room in my house to 

write in because of its outlook. At certain times of day the red 

brick is illuminated by sunlight and blazes fiery, like the sun’s 

last rays gilding the western face of Uluru. My daily routine 

can sometimes change. Maybe tomorrow morning, for instance, 

I’ll listen to the CD I played most in my work truck and there 

I’ll be in my ranger boots, working the pedals and gears of the 

troopie, wiping the sweat from my top lip in the desert heat. 

The seed pods are ever-present on my desk. They were given to 

me by an old desert friend to remind me that some things need 

fire to split open and grow. I recall what a filmmaker I worked 
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with at the national park said to me once. This is your fuel, you 

know. One day it will catch fire. I had vehemently shaken my head. 

Nah. I won’t ever write about this place. I don’t have the room. It’s too 

big. Which was true. I didn’t have room. And, yet, ten years later 

here I am, conjuring the desert through the process of writing 

my first novel.  

Until I sat down to write this article I wasn’t fully aware of 

the daily motions I go through at my desk. I’ve considered why 

I practise these rituals and they are a process akin to taking your 

shoes off before you enter a temple; these are my preparations 

and prayers before I immerse myself in a space that is sacred. 

However, even deeper than that is my knowledge of how the 

desert is a living landscape: I don’t actually need a ritual or a 

daily practice to visit it. The Western Desert will never be any 

further from me than the second between my heart’s beats, or 

the un-seeable dark in the blink of my eye. The desert is always 

there. Here. It has gone through me, and soaked my life with its 

colour. I have lived in it, loved it, and left it. Perhaps the simplest 

truth is that my heart will never, never rest away from it. 
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